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"An excellent choice for people who want everything under one cover." - Washington PostWhen

you're headed to a resort destination, you need different information than most travel guides can

provide. Sure, you want to know about all the sights, great restaurants, and cool places to stay--but

you also need detailed information on activities and sports, how to rent a condo, and which is the

best grocery store to stock up on picnic supplies. Fodor's Pocket guides delivers all this and more in

a convenient pocket-size book.All the basics you need to help you decide what to see and do.Smart

contacts and detailed practical information, including the scoop on public transportation, local

holidays, what to pack and more.Great choices for dining and lodging in every price range.Great

recommendations for shopping nightlife, outdoor, activities, and essential side trips.Up-to-the-minute

info on local celebrities and traditions make you feel like an insider."Perfect Days and Nights"

itineraries make planning (even a rainy day) fun.Detailed maps with sights, restaurants, night spots,

and hotels clearly marked.
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Introducing Aspen/SnowmassAspen's reputation precedes it. It is a place known as much for its

Hollywood stars as for its starry nights, as much for its social scene as for its skiing, as much for its

multimillionaires as its mountains. And while skiing and people-watching may be the headline

activities at this fabled resort, Aspen is a year-round destination, a town that is rich not only in

natural resources but in history and culture. with galleries, museums, international conferences, and

festivals celebrating music, art, and food and wine, there is so much going on that, even in winter,

many people come to "do the scene," and don't even ski.If you look beyond the soap-opera lifestyle

of the glitterati and the media hype, you'll find that Aspen is a real community, inhabited by real

people with very strong ideas. Here, your waitress may hold a Harvard Law degree, your lift op may

be a former navy pilot, and the guy next to you at the sushi bar may have left his Silicon Valley

start-up for less stressful climes. But these people aren't hiding from the real world; they live here for

the same reasons you spend your annual two weeks here.They just think you're about 50 weeks

shy of perfect bliss.
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